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Nedcam strengthens its position through partnership with Nobel Capital 

Partners 

Nedcam, leading manufacturer of high-quality moulds for the composites industry, has announced an 

important milestone in its development. The company enters into a partnership with investment 

company Nobel Capital Partners. 

The aim of the collaboration is to accelerate Nedcam's 

growth through both geographical expansion and 

entering into new market segments. In this context, the 

activities of German Modellbau Nachtigall were 

recently acquired. Moreover, investments were made 

in installing Europe's leading XXL 3D printer in 

Heerenveen, making Nedcam the first player in its 

market to offer a fully circular proposition to its 

customers. 

Founders Erwin van Maaren and Jan Volker both remain involved in the further growth of Nedcam as 

directors and shareholders. 

Nedcam to the next level 

"The decision to partner with Nobel Capital Partners stems 

from our ambition to maintain and continue Nedcam's 

strong growth in recent years," says Erwin van Maaren. 

"We want to accelerate the company to the next level. In 

this regard, we think we are taking the right step with the 

addition of an active investment partner like Nobel. In the 

choice for Nobel, the personal approach and the shared 

vision of innovation, professionalism and sustainable 

growth were central for us." 

 

Nedcam: Leading in innovation, sustainability and quality  

Nedcam, a finalist in the Frisian Enterprise of the Year election earlier this year, operates with its team 

of more than 100 employees from Heerenveen (NL) and Rhede (Germany). With the production of 

high-quality moulds and plugs, Nedcam has built up a leading position in the yacht building, automotive 

and wind sector, among others. In addition, Nedcam supplies sustainable concepts for the construction 

industry and is known for its production of specialized and complex 3D shapes. 

Nobel Capital Partners: Active partner for sustainable growth 

Nobel Capital Partners is an independent Dutch investment company focused on promising Dutch 

SME companies. As an investor, they actively help build a solid foundation for sustainable growth.  

Pieter Schroeder, partner at Nobel Capital Partners: "The high level of professionalism, innovation 

and quality at Nedcam are impressive. In addition, Erwin and Jan are very dedicated entrepreneurs 

with a heart for circular innovation. We look forward to supporting Nedcam and working with Erwin, 

Jan and their team in building on Nedcam's success."   

 


